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You've read about Bitcoin, Ethereum, Monero, and other cryptocurrencies and perhaps you
are interested in mining cryptocoins for yourself. I will show you how to build a mining rig for
getting digital currencies such as Zcash, Monero, Ethereum, Sia, Electroneum, and additional

crypto currencies using the Home windows 64-bit operating system. Creating a GPU mining rig
appears very complicated, maybe as well complicated you think, and so you put it off. I
promise to save you a lot of time scanning online postings, YouTube, and searching the
Internet for this information. I've constructed mining rigs using 6+ images cards on one

motherboard using Home windows 7, 8, 8. Switch to the "Look Inside" tab! But where perform
you start? You can start mining cryptocoins for yourself in a few weeks' time.1 and 10. While the

concentrate is definitely on mining Zcash, Monero, and Ether, the same principles apply to
mining additional digital currencies that can be mined with a GPU or CPU. I offer detailed
instructions on how to build an open aluminum mining body, the parts you will need to buy,

cost estimates, best current computer elements to use, where you can download mining
software program, how to hook up to a mining pool and begin mining, how to setup a

equipment wallet, and several other practical guidelines. Case examples use current AMD and
Nvidia images cards. I'll also show you step-by-step how exactly to "solo" mine recently

released cryptocurrencies. This is not a reference publication about Bitcoin or how blockchains
function, rather it is an in depth and practical guideline on how to build a home mining pc.

200+ pages of photos, complete screenshots, and step-by-step guidelines consider you
through the whole process. This instruction includes examples of how to setup various mining

programs and connect to actual "mining pools" (using Claymore's mining applications, Wolf0's
CPU miner, Genoil's Eth program, Cast, XMR-STAK, EWBF, SGMiner, and SMOS). Get right up and
working in far less time than it requires to read through thousands of web pages of postings on
Bitcointalk, Reddit, Slack postings, Discord, Telegraph, or other websites on the internet. Use the
"Appear Inside" tab to compare this reserve with any various other mining book on Amazon. Go

through the "Look Inside" tab to get started! You'll be happy that you did the comparison!
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